Beyond the critical period: longitudinal study of 8-year outcome in first-episode non-affective psychosis
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Background
The critical period hypothesis proposes that deterioration occurs aggressively during the early years of psychosis, with relative stability subsequently. Thus, interventions that shorten the duration of untreated psychosis (DUP) and arrest early deterioration may have long-term benefits.

Aims
To test the critical period hypothesis by determining whether outcome in non-affective psychosis stabilises beyond the critical period and whether DUP correlates with 8-year outcome, to determine whether duration of untreated illness (DUI) has any independent effect on outcome.

Method
We recruited 118 people consecutively referred with first-episode psychosis to a prospective, naturalistic cohort study.

Results
Negative and disorganised symptoms improved between 4 and 8 years. Duration of untreated psychosis predicted remission, positive symptoms and social functioning at 8 years. Continuing functional recovery between 4 and 8 years was predicted by DUI.

Conclusions
These results provide qualified support for the critical period hypothesis. The critical period could be extended to include the prodrome as well as early psychosis.
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process received approval from the research ethics committee as a best practice procedure, so every person meeting the criteria for inclusion was included in the study at presentation. We assessed each person with a broad range of standardised clinical measures at presentation, 4 years later and 8 years later. At 8-year follow-up, we obtained written informed consent from all participants.

**Measures**

**Presentation assessments: 1995–1999**

As soon as possible after first presentation, we measured psychopathology and insight with the Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale (PANSS).20 When participants were clinically stable, we diagnosed each person and obtained demographic information using the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM–IV (SCID).21 We completed the Global Assessment of Functioning (GAF), which is Axis V of the SCID. We assessed quality of life with the Quality of Life Scale (QLS).22

We sought consent to interview each participant’s family and from the family obtained collateral information on premorbid functioning, duration of prodrome and DUP.

With the Premorbid Adjustment Scale,23 we assessed each individual’s premorbid social adjustment (PSA) during two discrete stages of their early life: age 5–11 (PSA1) and age 12–16 (PSA2). Because the time of life assessed by the PSA2 interview is often the age at onset of prodrome or psychosis, we used only PSA1 scores in our analyses.

Duration of untreated psychosis and duration of prodrome were measured using the Beiser scale.24 The individual and family were interviewed and a DUP obtained from each. When they disagreed, we came to a consensus figure based on the interviews and any sources of information available. When the participant did not consent to a family interview, we used the participant’s interview and all other information. Onset of prodrome was defined as first noted deviation from the individual’s normal premorbid functioning or the emergence of prodromal symptoms as described in the Beiser scale. Duration of prodrome was the time between the onset of prodromal symptoms and the onset of the first psychotic symptom. Duration of untreated psychosis was the period between the onset of the first psychotic symptom and the institution of antipsychotic treatment. Duration of untreated illness was the sum of the duration of prodrome and DUP.

**Follow-up assessments: 1999–2005**

During follow-up at 4 years (1999–2002) and 8 years (2003–2005), we repeated all presentation assessments except the Premorbid Adjustment Scale and the Beiser scale. We added the Strauss-Carpenter Level of Functioning Scale (SCLF), which allows separate evaluation of social and occupational functioning.25 During follow-up, as far as possible given the demands of tracing, each interviewer remained masked to all previous assessments. Masking to DUP and DUI was strictly maintained.

For positive, negative and disorganised symptom scores, we used the PANSS sub-scales recently validated by van der Gaag et al.26,27 Anyone who had scored no more than 3 on any of the 30 PANSS items over the previous month was said to be in remission;28 we used this definition of remission when reporting 4-year follow-up results.17

Inclusion in the 8-year analyses

At presentation 118 people were diagnosed with non-affective psychosis. Of these, 20 people (16.9%) refused consent for family involvement in the study. We did not have PSA1 scores for this group and we could not include them in our primary analyses; any analysis of the relationship between DUP, DUI and outcome must control for premorbid adjustment, the key confounder.11 Of the remaining 98 people, 4 were known to have died by 8-year follow-up. At either 4-year or 8-year follow-up, 15 people refused further involvement and 12 people could not be traced. Therefore, we had three full data-sets for 67 participants (56.8%) and included them in the primary analyses. Fifty-one (43.2%) people were non-completers and were not included.

In the event that primary analyses showed no relationship between PSA1 and outcome, we performed secondary analyses in which we did not control for premorbid adjustment. There were 77 participants in these analyses (65.3%); 41 were excluded (34.7%).

**Data analysis**

We explored any differences between the completer and non-completer groups using univariate analyses. Because of positive skew, we log-transformed DUP and DUI to normalise them for analysis. We did not log-transform prodrome, which was also positively skewed, because the score for prodrome in 19 cases was zero and the log of zero is not calculable. Instead, we created a categorical prodrome variable: short (1 month or less), medium (1–12 months) and long (over 12 months).

We calculated the mean scores of all continuous outcome variables at 4 and 8 years, and compared mean 4-year and 8-year scores using paired-sample t-tests.

To identify independent predictors at presentation of 8-year outcome variables, we used linear or logistic regression modelling. When the outcome variable of interest was continuous (e.g. GAF, QLS), we built hierarchical linear regression models. We also used linear regression to identify predictors of change in continuous variables between 4 and 8 years. We built these models in a sequential chronological method described in a similar study.18 When the outcome variable of interest was dichotomous (e.g. remission), we used binary logistic regression modelling (‘Enter’ method). In linear regression, the $R^2$ change statistic indicates the magnitude of the relationship between the independent and dependent variable; its equivalent in logistic regression is the adjusted odds ratio (AOR). Variables considered as independent variables were: age, gender, PSA1, years in education, lifetime history of substance misuse, duration of prodrome, DUP, negative symptoms, positive symptoms, disorganised symptoms, insight and presentation GAF. In each regression model, we included as independent variables all items with at least a trend level unadjusted association ($P < 0.10$) with the dependent variable.

We repeated all regression analyses replacing DUP with DUI to establish whether including DUI rather than DUP improved the models. Given the high correlation between DUP and DUI (Spearman’s rho=0.82, $P < 0.001$), we did not include DUI and DUP in the same models. When DUP and DUI both contributed, in separate models, to a given outcome, we reported the better model. In linear regression, this was the model with the higher overall $R^2$ statistic; in logistic regression, that with the lower –2 log likelihood statistic.

In the event that DUP or DUI predicted a given outcome, we compared the means of that variable for long and short groups. For DUP, we made this division at three time points – 1 month, 3 months and 1 year – to identify precisely any clinically important cut-off point. We divided DUP at 6 months, 12 months and 2 years.
Results

Follow-up and characteristics of the sample

The mean duration of follow-up at 4 years was 42.0 months (s.d.=8.9, median=42); mean follow-up at 8 years was 95.3 months (s.d.=15.6, median=96). Table 1 compares the characteristics of completers (n=67) and non-completers (n=51). Completers were younger at onset (t=2.7, P<0.01) and more likely to be male (χ²=9.6, P<0.01). One person was under 16 at onset and none were over 65.

Symptomatic outcome at 8 years

Thirty-three people (49.3%) were in remission. The mean positive symptom score was 11.6 (s.d.=6.1), the mean negative symptom score was 13.4 (s.d.=5.8) and the mean disorganised symptom score was 15.3 (s.d.=5.8); see Table 2 for sub-scale ranges.

Psychosocial outcome at 8 years

The mean GAF at 8 years was 64.1 (s.d.=18.6): 22 people (32.8%) scored 50 or less, denoting serious functional impairment; 19 people (28.3%) scored 51–70, indicating moderate impairment; 9 people (13.4%) scored 71–80, indicating mild impairment; and 17 (25.4%) scored 81 or over, indicating no impairment.

The mean SCLF social score was 5.3 (s.d.=2.0): 22 people (32.8%) scored 7 or 8, indicating frequent social contacts and close relationships. The mean SCLF occupational score was 4.8 (s.d.=2.8): 23 people (34.3%) scored 7 or 8, indicating that they were competent or very competent at full-time work or education.

The mean QLS score was 84.0 (s.d.=26.4, median=87, range 25–124). In terms of independent living, 17 people (25.4%) were living in unsupported accommodation; 44 people (65.7%) were living with parents or other family; 5 (7.5%) were in hostels or supported accommodation; and 1 person (1.5%) was homeless.

Change in outcome between 4 and 8 years

Table 2 shows mean 4-year and 8-year scores, with paired-sample t-tests to detect significant changes. Overall, 29 people (43.3%) were in remission at 4 years and 33 (49.3%) at 8 years; a binomial test with the test proportion set at 0.433 showed that the improvement to 0.493 by 8 years was not significant (P=0.18).

Predictors at presentation of 8-year symptomatic outcome

Remission was predicted by older age at onset (AOR=1.14, 95% CI=1.04–1.25, P<0.01) and shorter DUP (AOR=0.40, 95% CI=0.17–0.92, P=0.03). When DUP was divided at 1 month, 9

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Range</th>
<th>4 years, mean</th>
<th>8 years, mean</th>
<th>t-test</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GAF</td>
<td>0–100</td>
<td>59.6</td>
<td>64.1</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCLF social</td>
<td>0–8</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCLF occupational</td>
<td>0–8</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QLS, total</td>
<td>0–126</td>
<td>83.4</td>
<td>84.0</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Range</th>
<th>4 years, mean</th>
<th>8 years, mean</th>
<th>t-test</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Positive symptoms</td>
<td>1–55</td>
<td>12.1</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative symptoms</td>
<td>2–62</td>
<td>16.6</td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disorganised symptoms</td>
<td>7–70</td>
<td>16.9</td>
<td>15.3</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GAF, Global Assessment of Functioning; SCLF, Strauss-Carpenter Level of Functioning Scale; QLS, Quality of Life Scale.

a. Ranges supplied are the full possible ranges of the scales or sub-scales.
Eight-year outcome in first-episode non-affective psychosis

This first-episode psychosis cohort exhibited a variety of outcomes at 8 years. Psychosocially, 39% were functioning at a level that improved by 9.7 points, while for those with a longer DUP it improved by 0.1 points (F = 7.1, P = 0.01). Figure 1 shows mean GAF scores at 0, 4 and 8 years for the short and long DUP groups. Change in QLS also correlated with DUP at 2 years only (R² change = 0.08, P = 0.02). The QLS of the short DUP group improved by 6.7 points but that of the long DUP group deteriorated by 4.6 points (F = 6.0, P = 0.02).

We considered the possibility that total duration of illness, rather than DUP, accounted for differential psychosocial progression after 4-year assessment; participants with shorter durations of illness might not by then have reached a point of chronic stability relative to those with longer duration of illness. We rebuilt our models replacing DUP with total duration of illness, which we calculated by adding DUP to the duration of follow-up at 4-year assessment. Total illness duration (mean = 88.0 months, median = 75 months) did not correlate with GAF or QLS change.

There were no predictors of 4- to 8-year change in SCLF.

Discussion

Eight-year outcome in first-episode non-affective psychosis

This first-episode psychosis cohort exhibited a variety of outcomes at 8 years. Psychosocially, 39% were functioning at a level that indicated social recovery, but a third had serious functional difficulties. Quality of life scores were mid- to high range. The proportion living independently was in keeping with the results of the Nottingham study at 13-year follow-up. Symptomatically, 82% of the short DUP group (n = 11) were in remission, but of those in the long DUP group (n = 56), 24 (42.9%) were in remission (x² = 5.6, P = 0.02).

The only predictor at presentation of positive symptoms at 8 years was DUP (R² change = 0.12, P < 0.01). The short DUP group had fewer positive symptoms than the long DUP group when the cut-off was made at 1 month (8.4 ± 12.2, n = 31, P = 0.01) or 3 months (n = 2.7, P = 0.01). With a cut-off of 1 year, there was no difference.

Negative symptoms were predicted by DUP (R² change = 0.08, P = 0.01). With DUP divided at 2 years, the short DUP group scored 4.4 points fewer than the long DUP group (F = 11.1, P = 0.001). Disorganised symptoms were predicted by younger age at onset (R² change = 0.14, P < 0.01) and impaired insight (R² change = 0.06, P = 0.03).

Predictors of 8-year symptomatic outcomes in secondary regression analyses

Upon removing PSA1 as an independent variable, the group included in analyses (n = 77) was no different from those excluded (n = 41) with respect to age at onset, but completers were more likely to be male (x² = 4.0, P = 0.05). In secondary analyses, remission was predicted by shorter DUP (AOR = 0.43, 95% CI = 0.22–0.87, P = 0.02) and female gender (AOR = 3.4, 95% CI = 1.2–9.8, P = 0.02). There were no other differences between primary and secondary analyses.

Predictors at presentation of 8-year psychosocial outcome

Table 3 shows the trend level and significant unadjusted associations between presentation variables and 8-year GAF. The best regression model with GAF as dependent variable accounted for 40% of its variance and included DUP not DUP. The construction of this model from the variables in Table 3 is shown in Table 4. As shown, higher GAF was predicted by older age at onset, younger DUP and preserved insight. With DUP divided at 2 years, the short DUP group scored 20 points higher than the long DUP group, indicating considerably better functioning (74.5 ± 55.1; F = 24.7, P < 0.001).

Better SCLF social functioning was predicted by shorter DUP (R² change = 0.15, P < 0.01), preserved insight (R² change = 0.11, P < 0.01), older age at onset (R² change = 0.13, P = 0.001) and female gender (R² change = 0.04, P = 0.04) (total R² = 0.43). Better SCLF occupational functioning was associated with older age at onset (R² change = 0.16, P = 0.001) and shorter DUP (R² change = 0.07, P = 0.02). Independent living correlated with older age at onset (R² change = 0.16, P < 0.001).

The model with QLS total as dependent variable explained 42% of QLS variance. Higher quality of life was predicted by longer duration of education (R² change = 0.14, P < 0.01), more insight (R² change = 0.08, P = 0.02), older age (R² change = 0.14, P < 0.01) and shorter DUP (R² change = 0.05, P = 0.03). With DUP divided at 2 years, the short DUP group had a mean QLS of 96.1 against a mean of 73.6 for the long DUP group (F = 17.3, P < 0.001). None of these models changed in secondary regression analyses.

Predictors of change in outcome between 4 and 8 years

Duration of prodrome predicted change in negative symptoms, with shorter prodrome predicting improvement (R² change = 0.06, P = 0.04). There were no predictors at presentation of change in likelihood of remission or other symptom dimensions. Shorter DUP predicted improvement in GAF score between 4 and 8 years (ΔGAF), when DUP was included in the regression model as a dichotomous variable divided at 2 years. Using log-transformed DUP, no predictors of ΔGAF were found.

Duration of untreated illness at 2 years was the only presentation variable to predict ΔGAF (R² change = 0.10, P = 0.01). Global Assessment of Functioning for those with a DUP of 2 years or less improved by 9.7 points, while for those with a longer DUP it improved by 0.1 points (F = 7.1, P = 0.01). Figure 1 shows mean GAF scores at 0, 4 and 8 years for the short and long DUP groups. Change in QLS also correlated with DUP at 2 years only (R² change = 0.08, P = 0.02). The QLS of the short DUP group improved by 6.7 points but that of the long DUP group deteriorated by 4.6 points (F = 6.0, P = 0.02).

We considered the possibility that total duration of illness, rather than DUP, accounted for differential psychosocial progression after 4-year assessment; participants with shorter durations of illness might not by then have reached a point of chronic stability relative to those with longer duration of illness. We rebuilt our models replacing DUP with total duration of illness, which we calculated by adding DUP to the duration of follow-up at 4-year assessment. Total illness duration (mean = 88.0 months, median = 75 months) did not correlate with GAF or QLS change.

There were no predictors of 4- to 8-year change in SCLF.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Duration of untreated illness</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration of untreated psychosis</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age at onset</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Premorbid social adjustment: age 5–11 (PSA1)</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time spent in education</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insight</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Construction of the hierarchical stepwise linear regression model with 8-year global assessment of functioning as dependent variable using variables in Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Independent variable added</th>
<th>Model R²</th>
<th>R² change</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Age at onset</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Years in education + PSA1</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Duration of untreated illness</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>PANSS insight</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NS, not significant; PANSS, Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale. PSA1, Premorbid social adjustment: age 5–11.

a. Model R² is less than the sum of R² change in steps 1, 3 and 4 because of rounding.
half of our cohort were in remission and half remained symptomatic.

**Change in outcome between 4 and 8 years**

Between 4 and 8 years, GAF functioning slightly improved. On the SCLF scale occupational functioning did not change and social functioning marginally worsened. Symptomatically, the proportion in remission did not change. Negative and disorganised symptom scores improved but positive symptoms did not change.

The magnitude of change of any variable, as a proportion of its range, was small, and we suggest that any change for the cohort as a whole was of statistical rather than clinical significance. Thus, for the cohort as a whole, we do not contradict previous reports of stability after the early course of psychosis.6,7 However, there is a nuance in this apparent overall stability. Although GAF and QLS both essentially stabilised after 4 years for the cohort as a whole, it was possible to identify, at presentation, a group that would continue to recover beyond the critical period and a group that would not. For the former group, the hypothesis that there is a plateau of recovery post-critical period was not supported.

It was DUI that determined whether recovery would continue. With respect to functioning, there was no separation by GAF score between long and short DUI groups at presentation; there was a difference of 10 points at 4 years and at 8 years the difference was 20 points. Quality of Life Scale scores, meanwhile, deteriorated after 4 years for the long DUI group and improved for the short DUI group. These relationships were not confounded. There was no evidence of a diminishing effect of untreated illness with time.

**Duration of untreated psychosis, DUI and 8-year outcome**

Duration of untreated psychosis emerged as an independent predictor of 8-year outcome in non-affective psychosis. It predicted remission, positive symptoms and social functioning. It did not predict GAF, QLS, occupational functioning or independent living.

Our finding that DUP longitudinally predicted symptomatic and psychosocial outcomes disagrees with the findings of several authors.31–33 What may be surprising is that the effect of DUP cut-off, symptom scores were lower if DUP was under 3 months, and remission more likely only if DUP was under 1 month.

Duration of untreated illness correlated more closely with psychosocial outcome than DUP. In this, our results paralleled those of Keshavan et al, who, defining DUI as we did, found that it predicted GAF and SCLF at 2-year follow-up.30 The association between DUI and outcome in their study persisted after controlling, as in our study, for premorbid adjustment. We found a 2-year cut-off for DUI consistently to correlate with 8-year morbidity.

It is not surprising that DUI should be a stronger predictor of psychosocial outcome than DUP; DUP is a stronger predictor of positive symptoms than DUI, while DUI is a stronger predictor of negative symptoms than DUP and negative symptoms are more strongly associated with psychosocial outcome than positive symptoms.31–33 What may be surprising is that the effect of DUI on outcome is reported rarely relative to that of DUP.13,30

**Strengths and limitations**

The main strengths of this study are its design, sampling and length of follow-up. We identified all in-patients and out-patients referred with psychosis to a geographically defined catchment area service over a period of 4 years. There were no initial refusals to participate. In terms of duration alone, there have been longer follow-up studies of outcome from the time of first presentation with psychosis.6,7,14,15,31–34 However, as a prospective study capable of examining the effect of DUP and DUI on outcome, independent of confounders, our duration of follow-up is equalled by the EPPIC study.17 Although the Munich study14 reported that it controlled for premorbid adjustment, it measured adjustment in adulthood, and what was rated as poor premorbid adjustment may have been prodromal or early psychotic symptomatology. The 15-year Dutch study13 did not measure DUP systematically. Neither study discussed DUI.

Our principal weakness is that of the 118 people recruited with first-episode non-affective psychosis, 51 were not included in the primary analyses. Our ratio of completers to non-completers was comparable with that of the EPPIC cohort at 8 years,17 the OPUS cohort at 5 years,30 and the Calgary cohort at 2 years,16 but the numbers in our primary analyses may have exposed our results to type II error. A related issue is selection bias: the participants included in our primary analyses were more likely than those excluded to be male and were younger at onset. Both male gender and young onset predict poor outcome,16 and we included the female and later-onset participants who were excluded from the...
primary analyses, our reported outcomes at 8 years might have been more favourable.

Our definition of remission\textsuperscript{17,27} was not the definition proposed by the Remission in Schizophrenia Working Group (RSWG).\textsuperscript{11,12} We did not use these criteria because they were not published until 8-year data collection was virtually completed, and it was not possible retrospectively to apply them. Had we used the RSWG criteria, we may have found a lower rate of remission, as the RSWG criteria require a longer symptom-free period. The definition of remission used in our paper may have advantages over the RSWG definition in that it allows for a broader conceptualisation of the symptom dimensions that are important in psychosis.\textsuperscript{38}

A further limitation is that our data did not allow detailed assessment of the course of illness. We assessed participants at three time points and related variables at these time points to one another, but we did not examine course in the intervening periods (e.g. chronic v. episodic), as previous longitudinal first-episode psychosis studies did.\textsuperscript{11,13,39}

Additionally, we did not consider the type of onset of psychotic acute, sub-acute or insidious. Type of onset relates to the period of time over which the participant develops frank psychotic symptoms,\textsuperscript{13} while DUP may include this period as well as the time between the emergence of frank symptoms and the institution of adequate treatment. Insidious onset predicts poor prognosis.\textsuperscript{40} As insidious onset and longer DUP may be related, the relationship between DUP and outcome may be confounded by insidious onset. Some longitudinal first-episode psychosis studies that have controlled both for type of onset and DUP have found that insidious onset, rather than DUP, predicts outcome.\textsuperscript{14,41,42}

The critical period hypothesis, DUI and early intervention

Our median DUP was 12 months, so 4-year assessments took place a median of 4.5 years after the onset of psychosis. We took this as a reasonable point of demarcation for the end of the critical period. Although 2–3 years after onset was the duration suggested in the original paper,\textsuperscript{1} other authors extended it to 5 years.\textsuperscript{11,27} Indeed, years before the DUP era, Manfred Bleuler posited that the period beyond which outcomes stabilise in schizophrenia.\textsuperscript{11}

The hypothesis that outcome stabilises after the end of the critical period was not supported. The main reason was not the marginal changes among the cohort as a whole but rather the marked improvement in functioning among a sub-cohort identifiable at presentation: the group with DUI of 2 years or less. The second premise of the critical period hypothesis was upheld. Duration of untreated psychosis predicted 8-year outcome after controlling for confounders; thus the predictive power of DUP was not an epiphenomenon.

As only one of the central premises of the critical period hypothesis was supported, and DUP was arguably not as important in predicting outcome as DUI, which was not mentioned in the original critical period paper,\textsuperscript{1} do our findings weaken the case for early detection and intervention in psychosis? We conclude not, for four reasons.

First, although we did not find overall stability beyond the critical period, neither did we find deterioration; we found either stability or continued recovery. Had we found that deterioration ensued after 4 years, that would have undermined the case for early intervention, as recovery attained as a result of intervention during the critical period could not be expected to endure. Second, recovery after the critical period occurred for those with a short DUI, the sum of DUP and prodrome; continued recovery would be more likely among those detected early. Third, DUI independently predicted 8-year outcome. These findings support DUI reduction and maximal DUI reduction requires detection of impending cases of psychosis during the prodrome; the critical period could be extended to include the prodrome as well as early psychosis. Certainly, our results underscore the clinical potential of ultra-high-risk (prodromal) research.\textsuperscript{43,44} However, although prodromal research is ‘increasing in maturity and sophistication’,\textsuperscript{45} the case for prodromal detection is not yet strong enough to support widespread development of ultra-high risk services. Meanwhile, the practical strategy for reducing DUI is early detection and intervention in established psychosis.\textsuperscript{47} The fourth reason that our findings do not weaken the case for early intervention is perhaps the most obvious: longer DUP independently predicted adverse outcomes 8 years after presentation. Short DUP groups had an advantage over long DUP groups in terms of remission, symptom severity and social functioning.

The decade since the critical period hypothesis was published\textsuperscript{1} has seen evidence mount of harm done by untreated psychosis in the short term\textsuperscript{46,47} and medium term.\textsuperscript{48,49} What has not been clearly shown is that early intervention ameliorates this harm,\textsuperscript{50} and we have not shown here that DUI reduction would improve 8-year outcome. Long DUP could yet be a proxy for insidious onset or some other unmodifiable determinant of outcome as yet not considered. Ultimately, this question will be answered by long-term randomised controlled trials of early intervention. While we await such trials, we cautiously propose that our findings show that a shorter DUP brings with it benefits that extend well beyond the critical period.
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